
Deputy Sheriff - Patrol  

A. General Definition: Performs intermediate to difficult law enforcement duties for the Sheriff’s Office involving 

routine patrols of the county to enforce local and state laws and ordinances applicable; works an assigned shift 

and involves an element of personal danger; does related work as required. Competitive position; work is 

performed under regular supervision of a Patrol Sergeant or Lieutenant.  

 

B. Essential Functions/Typical Tasks:  

 Enforcing laws; investigating criminal activity; ensuring safety of public; testifying in Court; maintaining 

records and files; preparing reports.  

 On an assigned shift, operates a patrol vehicle to observe for violations of traffic laws, suspicious activities or 

persons and disturbances of law and order.  

 Responds to radio dispatches and answers calls and complaints.  

 Subdues resisting suspects using weapons, maneuvers and other approved self-defense methods.  

 Enforces traffic laws; issues citations for traffic violations; makes arrests.  

 Fills out arrest records; takes fingerprints and photographs; performs prisoner security functions; 

investigates traffic accidents.  

 Transports Temporary Detention Orders and Emergency Custody Orders.  

 Interviews victims and witnesses; secures property and evidence.  

 Prepares detailed reports on activities and assignments.  

 Serves civil process and criminal arrest warrants. 

 Assists State, Town, and other jurisdictional agencies.  

 Responds to Fire/Rescue calls when needed.  

 Provides community support in emergency conditions.  

 Performs related tasks as required.  

 

C. Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:  

 General knowledge of police methods, practices and procedures.  

 General knowledge of the geography of the County and location of important buildings.  

 General knowledge of the rules, regulations and general orders of the Sheriff’s Office.  

 Ability to understand and carry out oral and written instructions and to prepare clear comprehensive 

reports.  

 Ability to deal courteously, firmly and tactfully with the public.  

 Ability to analyze situations and to adopt quick, effective and reasonable courses of action with due regard 

to surround hazards and circumstances.  

 Possession of physical agility and endurance; skill in the use of firearms and the operation of a motor 

vehicle.  

 

D. Education and Experience: Any combination of education and experience equivalent to graduation from high 

school and some experience in law enforcement.  

 

E. Special Requirements: Possession of a valid driver’s license. Must meet and maintain all Warren County Sheriff’s 

Office and Department Criminal Justice Services training and education requirements for position.  

 


